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ZAGG ZLTKBW-BBU mobile device keyboard Black Lightning
QWERTY English

Brand : ZAGG Product code: ZLTKBW-BBU

Product name : ZLTKBW-BBU

QWERTY, EN, Black, 11.42" x 5.07" x 0.79"

ZAGG ZLTKBW-BBU mobile device keyboard Black Lightning QWERTY English:

Transform Your Tablet
The Wired Keyboard lets you transform your tablet into a serious writing tool. Now you can interact with
media and text and dramatically increase your productivity.

Connect Instantly
The 18-inch cord instantly connects to any Apple device with a Lightning port. In a classroom setting,
Wired Keyboards eliminate the frustration of pairing multiple Bluetooth® keyboards with corresponding
tablets. The process is so simple, students can do it themselves.

Full-Size Keys
Cramped onscreen keypads can turn typing into a time-consuming hunt-and-peck exercise. The full-size
keys on the Wired Keyboard let you type with comfort and ease. ZAGG’s Wired Keyboard also has a
variety of special function keys to make work and play fast and convenient.

Keyboard

Keyboard layout * QWERTY
Keyboard language * English
Pointing device *
Numeric keypad *

Performance

Brand compatibility * Apple
Compatibility * iPad, iPhone, & iPod
Product colour * Black
Fingerprint reader
Backlight *
Ergonomic design
Cable length 0.45 m

Ports & interfaces

Connectivity technology * Wired
Device interface * Lightning

Power

Power source * Lightning

Weight & dimensions

Width 290 mm
Depth 127 mm
Height 20 mm
Weight 421 g

Packaging content

Quick start guide

Technical details

Harmonized System (HS) code 84716060
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